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1 Readings and Learning Actions

1. There are no readings for today.

2 Introduction and Motivation

It seems these days there is a lot of hype around terms like “artificial in-

telligence“ and “data mining“. Entrepeneur Elon Musk even once said that

continued work on artificial intelligence would be like summoning the demon.

Buzz words like big data, business intelligence, and predictive analytics seem

to have diluted the atmosphere of the computing community.

The ongoing hype has partial truths to it. There indeed are large

quantities of data available, which organizations try to analyze, decipher,

and infer patterns from. Furthermore, recent advances in machine learning

and data mining research have simplified the process towards uncovering

patterns in data.
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STAT2450 is a new course offered here at Dalhousie and is aimed to-

wards teaching you about: data exploration methods, data mining methods

for extracting knowledge, and the R programming language. We will teach

you the tools and the skills needed to manipulate, visualize, and interpret

data. We will get to precise course logistics in a moment; let us first discuss

the area of data mining as a whole and why we should study it.

What is Data Mining, Machine Learning, and Data Science?

Data Mining is a multi-disciplinary field involved with applying statistical

and programmatic methods to find and discover patterns hidden in data.

That is, data mining methods attempt to mine data to extract useful knowl-

edge from data. Statistical learning legend, Arthur Samuel, who invented the

world’s first checkers playing bot, stated that: “It is the field of study that

gives computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed.“

But – what does it mean to learn? How does a computer learn something?

Are we re-implementing neurons?

In data mining, we make use of statistical methods to understand

things in data and to discover interesting interesting patterns about it. That

is, we make use of automated methods to discover these trends. To put

Arthur Samuel’s statement in perspective, we aren’t programming the rules

manually, our plan is for the computer to learn the rules and relationships

on its own.
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3 Relax, you already know Data Mining

Believe it or not – a lot of you are familiar with data mining methods and

have been taught small portions throughout your academic careers. Let’s

have a look!

The Petting Zoo Example and the Task of Prediction

Just a few weeks ago, I had the opportunity of going to a petting zoo, and

while I was there I collected and measured the heights and widths of various

cats and mice. Shown in Figure 1 is a graph of my collection on that day.

Figure 1: I forgot to account for the label of the animals on my plot.

Drat! I forgot to record the species for one of the animals (which is
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labeled with the question mark). The animal ran away and I could not tell

what the species was. I bet that we could figure it out by doing an inspection

of the graph then making a guess. You tell me, what species of animal was

it?

Just from looking at the graph, we could predict that the unknown

creature was a mouse. Why? You said that on the basis that the observation

is closer to the other mice in the graph. That is, the unknown creature has

both a similar height and width as mice. Wait a second – you just predicted

the value of something unknown using previously known examples.

The approach you used to predict the species of the mouse is well

known. This is simple yet commonly used approach for prediction is called

NearestNeighbours and is frequently used throughout the data mining

community. We looked at the “nearest neighboring“ data points of the

unknown observation in the associated vector space to make our prediction.

We’ll have a closer look at this particular in the near future.

The general problem of prediction is a major area of data mining. In-

deed, while there are number more sophisticated approaches for prediction,

this is the problem that essentially roughly half of what modern data scien-

tists tackle. A lot of prediction problems are non-trivial; consider problems

like predicting disease outcomes or predicting stock values which are difficult

to solve, even with data mining methods. Before we move forward, let us

define the task of prediction to give some sort of assignment to a particular

data point.
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Remember this

Prediction is the general task of giving a value to an unknown obser-

vation. That is, you give me some set of values (known as features) and

I’ll predict some other value (known as the label).

In our petting zoo example, we were predicting the species of an animal

given only two values: the height and width. Using only those two values,

our prediction method was able to make a prediction of the species of that

animal.

You might be familiar with predicting values using various statistical

methods. Researchers from various fields are interested with predicting un-

known entities. Physicists are concerned with modelling the behaviour of a

particle in space and predicting its trajectory. Doctors are concerned with

predicting the survival outcome of a patient. Molecular biologists want to

forecast the movement of an organism. Financial investors are concerned

with predicting the value of a stock. The task of prediction is a very generic

concept and valued in almost every discipline. Data mining practitioners

are focused on generic methods for helping to solve prediction tasks.

As mentioned earlier, there are numerous methods for prediction and

there is really no silver-bullet for predicting unknown observations for all

prediction problems. That is, there are different approaches for prediction

and all of them have trade-offs with regards to attributes such as accuracy,

computational complexity, and inference. Machine learning researchers are

specifically focused on developing sophisticated prediction strategies. There
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is an art to training prediction models properly and throughout this course

we will look at various methods for this very task. Ideally, we’ll want to make

sure that our prediction technique is gives accurate results when deployed

in the real-world. How devastating would it be to have predictors that did

not work or do not always give the correct response?

Classification is a Type of Prediction

There are two main branches of prediction. In our petting zoo example, we

predicted the species of an animal. There were only two species that the

new observation could have belonged to. We were trying to predict which

of those two pre-defined categories was the right one. In other words, we

were predicting the species, class, or category of the new observation.

The first branch of prediction is called classification where we are pre-

dicting the classification (or class) of an unknown entity based on a finite-set

of known classes.

Remember this

Classification is the general task of specifically focused on predicting

a categorical value. The predicted value is out of a set of categories. It

is not is a real-valued number. An example of a classification task is

face recognition where we are trying to predict what “category“ a given

image belongs to.
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We have some previously categorically labeled data, known truths,

and we want to use these known truths to predict the associated label. In

prediction terminology, a label is defined the predicted value. For our petting

zoo prediction task, the label is the species classification (is it a mouse or a

cat).

Remember this

In predictive data mining, a label is the associated prediction for any

given set of values.

Creating a Statistical Model for Classification

We can draw a line between these two species to help us make predictions.

Now when we want to predict the animal species, we can just check what

side it lands on. By developing a mathematical model, we can automate

this “inspection“ process.

This line is known as the decision boundary of our classifier.

Remember this

In the problem of classification, the decision boundary (also called

decision surface) is the line which separates multiple observations from

one another.
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Figure 2: Why not just draw a line here? This is a statistical model we can
learn.

Have we seen this type of equation before? Our decision boundary can

be expressed or represented as a line in the form of: y = m ∗ x + b. When

building a classifier, our goal is to develop a mathematical function such as

this, which can correctly distinguish between various classes.

Remember this

A model is the mathematical function we are trying to figure out. In

classification, our model is the line separates multiple observations from

one another. Statistical modelling is focused on automatically creating

these models.
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Let us say that the model for our linear classifier was represented by

the following piecewise function.

f(x) =


Cat wx + b ≥ 0

Mouse otherwise

, w =

0.3

0.7

 , b =

1.3

0.2



We can formulate our objective to learn the vectors w and b. Hence, in

order to make our predictions, all we need is to learn these two parameters

and we have a linear classifier.

In many cases, our classes will not be linearly separable. Sophisticated

data mining approaches that we will learn, instead draw wiggly lines to

separate classes apart.

Other Classification Examples

Now, let’s look at some other examples of classification scenarios listed be-

low:
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Classification Scenario Explanation

To predict whether an
e-mail is spam or not

• There are two labels in this classifi-
cation problem: “spam“ and “legit-
imate mail“.

• We could build a classifier which
learned a decision boundary from
past e-mails to predict the label of
a given e-mail and decide to put it
in the junk folder or not.

To predict whether an
image is a turtle, frog,
or zebra

• In this case, there are three possi-
ble categories: “turtle“, “frog“, and
“zebra“.

• Given a series labeled images of tur-
tles, frogs, and zebras to learn a
decision boundary from, we could
build our classifier.

The general case is to
predict the category of
a new observation

• A classification learning algorithm
(such as the k-nearest neighbor algo-
rithm) automatically learns a math-
ematical function from past known
examples in order to predict the cat-
egory of a new observation.

Table 1: Several more classification tasks. As described, the general classi-
fication task is just to predict some category given a set of attributes of a
new observation.

This is pretty great, because I can use this classifier alone to automati-

cally predict the species (mouse or cat) of an animal, only given that animal’s

height and weight. As elaborated previously, we want to learn a function
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that correctly distinguishes between all classes in question. Classification

methods in data mining automate this process of learning a mathematical

function which separate classes.

Remember this

Data mining methods learn from (or look at) known examples to make

future predictions.

3.4.1 Features and learning in Higher Dimensional Spaces

However, things aren’t always this easy. Sometimes to improve accuracy of

our predictive model, we will want to collect more attributes of the obser-

vations. Let’s say that I also collected another attribute, the “tail length“

of each animal. Our data now lies in a three-dimensional space as plotted

below.

Figure 3: If we collect more attributes, we will have to graph our data points
in three dimensions.

Each “property“ or “attribute“ of an animal (in this case: height,
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weight, and tail length) is known as a feature in terms of the world of

data mining. That is, given some set of features, we a classification model

is asked to predict the corresponding label.

Remember this

In data mining, a feature is defined to be an attribute of a given ob-

servation. In our petting zoo, each animal had three “features“ collected

from them. We use our features to predict the corresponding label.

Our predictive model, represented by the plane in Figure 3, requires a

given set of three features from an unknown observation to determine which

side of the line its on and thereby determine its class.

Each animal observation in the graph above represents a fixed list of

three features known as a feature vector. Lastly, feature vectors live in their

feature space (shown above) and the “dimensionality“ of this feature space

corresponds to how many features we are taking into account (in the case

above, it is three). In other words, for the case above, our feature vectors

would look something like:

Feature Vector Label

< 12, 15, 13 > Cat
< 9, 11, 10 > Cat
< 1, 1.4, 2.1 > Mouse
. . . . . .

Table 2: A set of feature vectors and the associated labels of our data

In the general case, all observation should be represented as the feature
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vector: < Height, Width, Tail Length >. We can then plot these points on

a graph to visualize our data. It should be emphasized that all observations

must be represented as the same feature vector representation.

The label is not part of the feature vector representation. Our goal is

to predict a label given only the associated feature vector. For example, if

we want to predict a label given: < 11, 13, 14 >; a classification algorithm

first have to “learn“ a statistical model from past collected feature vector &

label examples, and use this model to predict the appropriate label for this

instance.

We can easily graph the feature vectors for observations that have

three dimensions or two dimensions – but it is impossible to visualize the

data of four dimensions or higher. Let’s take note of this!

Remember this

In data mining, a feature vector is defined to be the vector which

represents all features. In other words, the it is the set of all features

for a single observation. For example, a feature vector in our 3D petting

zoo example above would be < 1, 3.3, 4 >.

In data mining, we must always represent all our observations into a

fixed-length set of feature vectors. The first step in data mining is to think

how you can represent each data point into a fixed set of features. In order

for the data mining methods to learn good functions, each feature have some

predictive contribution or correlation with the predicted label.
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Taking into account more descriptive features for prediction can lead

to a more accurate classifier. In certain problems we can have extremely

high dimensional spaces: for instance in image classification, an individual

image pixel is considered one feature, this can lead to thousands of features.

Regression is another type of Prediction Task

What if we were interested in predicting a numerical value instead of a

category? Numerical values have an infinite range while classification focuses

on learning a decision boundary based on a finite set of labels. For instance,

say, I wanted to predict the value of stock. What would be my classes? I

could have hundreds of classes for $4.0, $5.0, $6.0, . . . and so on. I could

indeed try to build a predictive model on an infinite number of classes.

However, there is a better way.

Regression is another data mining prediction problem, where rather

than trying to predict discrete categorical values, we are trying to predict

continuous numerical values. That way we can predict stock values, which

could have any amount of precision.

For example, what if I wanted to predict the height of a growing plant?

Below is a graph demonstrating the plant’s growth cycle.
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Figure 4: We’re trying to predict the real-valued label of the height a plant,
we’ll develop a predictive model for the regression task.

Can you guess what would the height a plant would be when it is 10

years old? To predict this plants’ future growth at some time period, we

could learn a predictive model relating the label yearsold to the variable

height, then make a prediction based on this model. Instead of learning

a decision boundary function as in classification-style scenario, we’ll try to

learn a regression function instead of a classification function.
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Figure 5: Regression is a prediction task. We need to draw a line which uses
the features to predict the labels.

Based on our regression model, it looks like when the plant is 10

years old, it will be approximately 100cm tall. As with any predictive

modelling scenario, if we take into account more features, we can improve

the accuracy of our model. If we took one more feature into considera-

tion (such as total water consumption), our regression function would be

a plane. Where we could predict the label height given yearsold and the

totalwaterconsumption.
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Figure 6: We have two feature vectors and we are trying to predict associated
numerical value which is our label.

That is fairly straight-forward – but be careful, the vector space above

does not represent the feature space.

The label (the value we are trying to predict) is the height of the

plant based on two features: ’years old’ and ’total water consumption’ and

is not a feature of the plant. For purposes of visualization, we plot the

feature vectors and the associated labels together such that we can see the

relationship.

Below is a table demonstrating the feature vectors and labels of our

two-dimensional plant data:
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Feature Vector Label

< 2, 1 > 10
< 4, 2.1 > 20.6
< 5, 3.21 > 27
. . . . . .

Table 3: A set of feature vectors and the associated labels of our data for
our regression task

In the general case, each observation should be represented as the

feature vector: < Total Water Consumption, Y ears Old >. We can then

plot these points on a graph to visualize our data.

As with classification, the label is never part of the feature vector

representation. As in classification, our goal is to predict a label given

the associated feature vector. The only change is that we are predicting

continuous labels, not categorical ones.

Remember this

Regression is the prediction task of predicting numerical values. In

classification we must pre-define the set of classes that we wish to predict.

With a regression model, we can predict a value with arbitrary precision.

You may or may not already be familiar with linear regression or cre-

ating a ’line of best fit’, which is one method for regression. There are indeed

several other more sophisticated (non-linear) approaches which we will look

into in the next chapter. Some other examples of regression problems are

listed below.
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Some more regression examples

Regression Scenario Explanation

To predict the value of
a stock based on the
stock values for each
day for the past week.

• The value of a stock is a continuous
value.

• We will use each day as an input
feature for developing our predictive
model.

To predict the speed of
the wind based on the
“time of day“ and the
“temperature“.

• In this case, we will be trying to pre-
dict the speed of the wind.

The general case is to
predict a continuous
numerical value given
some features.

• A regression learning algorithm
(such as linear regression) will learn
from past examples in order to pre-
dict the continuous numerical label
of a new observation.

Table 4: Several more regression tasks. As described, the general regression
task is just to predict some numerical value given a set of attributes of a
new observation.

In summary, if you are trying to predict which category a given observation

belongs to (such as a species), then you should use a classification data

mining method. If you are trying to predict the continuous value (such as a

value of the stock or the height of a plant), you should use a regression data

mining method.
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4 Supervised Learning: The Formal Notation of

the Prediction Task

At this point, we understand two problems that we can solve with data

mining methods: regression and classification. In principle, both of these

problems are the same. Both of these data mining problems are trying to

predict the label of an observation given a feature vector. They both learn

some mathematical function based on some past known examples, such that

we can use this inferred function to predict the label of a new unknown

observation.

Regression and classification are two types of supervised learning tasks.

Supervised learning algorithms essentially ask to solve: “Given X, Predict

Y“. Let’s take note of these two important rules.

Remember this

Supervised learning is a paradigm of data mining where we are working

with “labeled“ observations.

Regression (predicting values) and classification (predicting cate-

gories) are two learning problems which fall under the supervised learning

paradigm. Both these learning problems make use of known examples

to infer some predictive model.

In supervised learning, our primary goal is to use a learning algorithm
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to understand the pattern between the labels and the features. Once we’ve

developed a model that has understood the pattern (via a predictive func-

tion: the decision boundary or the regression function), we can then use the

resulting relation to make predictions. Using the resulting function, we can

also make inference from the resulting function and determine which factors

contribute the most to the prediction.

It’s not always this easy

As we have learned, supervised learning algorithms are tools which allow us

to automatically develop (“learn“) a predictive function from known exam-

ples that can be used to make predictions. In reality, predicting things in

general is a very hard problem. There are numerous reasons for this which

we will describe shortly. When you are dealing with potentially issues such

as: dealing with thousands of features, incorrectly labeled observations -

automated methods of learning decision boundaries or learning regression

functions tend to fail if not trained carefully. We need more sophisticated

approaches to make accurate predictions. There are indeed several other

(more sophisticated) statistical learning algorithms which we can use to

solve the same supervised learning problems. In this course, we will look at

the following supervised learning techniques:

1. K-nearest Neighbors

2. Decision Trees
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3. Artificial Neural Networks

4. Support Vector Machines

These are the most widely used methods in data mining today, and

we will learn all of them in a future section. There are different approaches

to learning. No learning technique is superior to another; they all have

ups and downs. Depending on the scenario that you face, you may favor

one method over another. For example, while K-nearest neighbors may

derive a predictive model which gives superior accuracy for predicting cancer

diagnosis, it may give poor performance for facial recognition.

5 Unsupervised Learning: Making sense of data

without labels

In supervised learning, we had labeled examples to derive a hypothesis from.

Our task was to learn a predictive function that predicts a label given a

feature vector.

Unsupervised learning algorithms on the other hand try to discover

patterns in unlabeled data. Using only the feature vectors, an unsupervised

learning algorithm would find something interesting about them. There are

two main problems in the realm of unsupervised learning: clustering and

dimensionality reduction.
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Remember this

Unsupervised learning is a paradigm of statistical learning where we

are trying to find relationships and patterns in unlabeled data.

An Unsupervised Learning Problem

Consider that I went to the petting zoo again, however this time, I went to an

area of the zoo with a more diverse species of animals. Again, I collected the

“height“ and “width“ of each animal, so we’re working in a two-dimensional

space again, except this time - I did not write down their species at all.The

corresponding plot is shown below.

Figure 7: I went to the petting zoo, however, this time I did not collect the
species (the labels) for each animal.

Without any known labels , we could not make an automated predic-
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tor to predict the species of an unknown animal. Here, all the examples

are unknown. So this data is completely useless to a supervised learning

algorithm. However, how about we assign our own labels?

At a quick glance, there appears to be 4 distinct different groups, which

probably means that there were 4 different species of collected animals in the

section of the zoo that I visited. Indeed, we can cluster close-by observations

together, then assign a species for each observation.

Figure 8: Just with inspecting the data, I could guess the labels pretty
easily!

Although, we don’t know exactly which of these species is what.We

know their grouping and we could now build a classifier over this. Clus-

tering is an unsupervised statistical learning problem where we are trying

to “group“ or “cluster“ similar observations together based on their feature

vectors alone. That is, we are trying to automatically assign class labels to
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each observation. After clustering, we can use the resulting labels to learn

the corresponding decision boundary.

Clustering (the process of automated assigning class labels) is a prob-

lem that is solved with unsupervised learning. Why? Notice how there are

no labels in consideration (i.e. I did not record the species of the animals

above). The one that I mentioned (simply grouping close by) is known as

the DBSCAN technique.

Remember this

Clustering is the problem of grouping nearby observations together

and assigning group assignments. Clustering is one way to assign labels

automatically.

Some other examples of clustering problems are listed below.
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Clustering Scenario Explanation
To find different
groups of customers.

• After looking at particular resulting
clusters, you could notice that the
resulting grouping:

• High Profitable Customers, Active
Customers, Loyal Customers

The general case is to
group similar observa-
tions together. The
goal is to assign labels
automatically so that
we can do classifica-
tion later on.

• A clustering algorithm will
group similar observations into
clusters.

Table 5: Several more clustering tasks. As described, clustering is the pro-
cess of giving a grouping to each observation in the data set.

Clustering automates the classification label assignment process when

labels are unavailable. There are numerous clustering techniques, some clus-

tering algorithms that we will look at are:

1. DBSCAN

2. K-Means

In certain cases, obtaining class labels for solving classification can

be costly - i.e. in the case of diagnosing a patient for a particular disease.

Clustering methods all assign these labels automatically, and each have a

different approach. Like supervised learning methods, they all have trade-
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offs including in computational performance, and grouping quality.

An Unsupervised Learning Problem: Learning a Better Fea-

ture Representation with Dimensionality Reduction

We have looked at the unsupervised learning task known as clustering - but,

another problem we can tackle with unsupervised learning is dimensionality

reduction.

Remember this

Dimensionality reduction is the problem of reducing the dimensional

space of some given data. We represent all our observations as feature

vectors which live in a vector space called the feature space. Dimen-

sionality reduction asks “Can we re-represent our feature vectors with

different features?”.

Dimensionality reduction sounds like a weird term. It is a prob-

lem where we are simply trying to reduce the dimensionality of a high-

dimensional vector space to a lower dimensionality. But you actually al-

ready know what it is, and use it almost everyday when you take a picture

with your phone. Let’s consider the scenario where we take a picture of an

object.
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Figure 9: Usually when we take a photograph, we’d want to angle the camera
so that most of the interesting parts are captured such that we can cherish
them as memories.

When you think about it, taking a picture effectively takes a 3D envi-

ronment and transforms it into a 2D one. Using the two-dimensional photo-

graph alone, we’ll already get a good sense of the 3D environment. Here’s a

question to consider: why couldn’t we do this with a picture of data points?

We as humans cannot visualize spaces higher than 3. If we had feature space

with 7 features, how would we visualize it? In a seventh dimensional feature

space, it would be great if we could take a snapshot picture so that we can

understand it from a two or three dimensional perspective.

Figure 10: Dimensionality reduction algorithms first visualize data. Then
they take a snapshot and project all data points onto a lower dimensional
mapping.

That is exactly what an unsupervised learning algorithm called princi-

pal component analysis (often referred to as PCA) does. It takes a snapshot
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of our data in some higher dimensional space and transforms it onto a lower

one. In essence, we are learning a function that transforms feature vector

that lives in a high dimensional space to a lower one. Why would this be of

use to us?

• Visualization: We can use dimensionality reduction algorithms such

as PCA for large feature spaces (above 3), so that we can visualize

and understand the structure of our data better.

• Compression: Some learning algorithms take very long to train prop-

erly with high dimensional data, compressing it beforehand with dimensionality-

reduction could make things roll a lot faster.

Some dimensionality reduction techniques that we will look at are:

1. Principal Component Analysis

2. Autoencoders

6 Problems in Data Mining: A Summary

We presented four types of problems that we can solve with various data

mining methods. Over this course, we will teach you how to manipulate, and

visualize data, and use the R Programming to apply various data mining

methods to solve these tasks.
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Data Mining Problem Explanation Example

Classification
Predict the category of
a new observation

Predicting what animal
is in a particular image

Regression
Predict the value of a
new observation

Predicting the value of a
stock on the stock mar-
ket

Clustering
Grouping similar obser-
vations into clusters

Grouping similar pa-
tients together to deter-
mine factors contribut-
ing to their diagnosis

Dimensionality Reduc-
tion

Somehow reducing the
size of the feature space

Compressing the fea-
ture space to create a
most explanatory repre-
sentation

Table 6: A summary of data mining problems

Section 2 will cover supervised learning algorithms for solving regres-

sion and classification tasks. Section 3 will cover ensemble learning. Section

4 will cover unsupervised learning algorithms for solving tasks such as clus-

tering and dimensionality reduction. We will learn R programming as our

tool as we learn these data mining methods.

If some of these concepts did not make too much sense to you, we will

cover them in more detail when we get to them; we hope just to give you

an overview of the entire course.
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This is where it gets tricky

We’ve simplified the versions of the problems we’ll face. You can face difficult

prediction tasks in the real-world. Here are some reasons why data mining

is difficult in the real-world.

• We literally have an Infinite Number of Predictive Models: Which one

is right? I can draw an infinite number of lines to model a function.

With varying levels of complexity, we need to somehow learn the right

one.

• Noisy Observations: What happens when an example you are trying

to learn from is not accurate? For example, what if I accidentally

labeled a “cat“ as a “mouse“. Most real world data mining problems

contain many noisy observations. These are observations that we are

learning from that do not truly reflect the underlying function we are

trying to learn, and hence these noise distorts our learned function.

• Imbalanced Classes: Say I was trying to predict the diagnosis for a rare

disease. My data set only contains 2 people with the rare disease, and

400 people without the disease, building an accurate classifier would

be difficult.

So if you aren’t careful, you will end up creating a useless predictive

model that makes incorrect predictions. The varying learning strategies for

data mining make the problems non-trivial and interesting.
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Figure 11: In Fall 2010, the ImageNet organization had a competition, im-
age classification task with 22,000 classes (a very wide spectrum of com-
mon items) where features are the individual pixels themselves. The best
recorded performance to date on this dataset is around 33%. Some example
of classes are “Siberian Husky“ and “South African Husky“.. I couldn’t even
distinguish between those myself.

Some more nomenclature: what does Data mining, Artificial

intelligence, Big data mean?

There are many terms relating to data which get thrown around in the

media. Below are standard definitions for many data-related terms.

• Machine Learning (also referred to as statistical learning): The

study of systems which learn from examples.

• Artificial Intelligence: The field of simulating intelligence. AI spans

to several others including: robotics, machine learning, natural lan-

guage processing, and computer vision.

• Data Mining: The field of trying to find knowledge and patterns in a

dataset. Data mining can be thought of as an application of machine

learning.
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• Big Data: A dataset which has a size so large (usually petabytes) that

standard tools are unable to process it.

Why has Machine Learning and Data Mining been so popular

recently?

With the surge of powerful computers, new research methods, and the

amount of quality data at near reach companies are using data mining tech-

niques to help find new information, and to allow software to make intelligent

decisions on their own.

When should we use these Data Mining methods?

You can harness data to predict anything you want and perform pattern

analysis on any data that you want! However, if the following conditions

are met then we can use data mining methods:

• We have data which we can learn from

– Do we have enough data?

– Is it relatively easy to learn from?

• There is an underlying pattern within the data

If those two conditions are met, we can apply our data mining methods

to practically anything with data involved.
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7 A bit more about this course

Let’s take a moment to discuss some key points about this course. In this

course, we will learn various supervised and unsupervised learning methods

as well as various techniques for data manipulation. We will use the R

programming language as our primary tool for applying these various data

mining methods.

What you will learn

This course teaches some of the most popular methods used in data mining

research and statistical analysis. In a nutshell we’ll cover the following

concepts.

7.1.1 R Programming

We do not expect you to know anything about programming coming into this

course. We will learn both theoretical and applied methods for developing.

R will serve as our primary tool for applying various data manipulation

approaches.
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7.1.2 Data Mining and Machine Learning

The breadth of this course will cover a lot of popular machine learning and

data mining methods. We will learn how to apply these methods to make

predictions and understand patterns in data.

7.1.3 Methods for Exploring and Manipulate Data

Given some data set, you will want to know techniques to clean, groom, and

visualize the data set.

Course Evaluation Scheme

7.2.1 Assignments (65%)

There will be 6 assignments in this course, which will account for 65% of the

final mark. Students are expected to complete assignments individually and

submit assignments through sending an e-mail to kallada@cs.dal.ca by mid-

night Atlantic Time of the assigned due dates. Assignments not submitted

on time will receive a mark of zero.
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7.2.2 Final Exam (35%)

There will be a three-hour final exam, scheduled by the registrar. This exam

be will cumulative and cover everything we have learned in the course so

far.

Where to get help

7.3.1 Course Content

E-mail kallada@cs.dal.ca if you have any conceptual questions related to

the content of course. Please do not hesitate to ask any questions if you are

confused about a particular topic. Notable questions will be also discussed

at the beginning of next class.

7.3.2 Course Administration

If you need help with administration, such as receiving overrides to take this

course, please e-mail hgu@mathstat.dal.ca.

7.3.3 Textbook

The textbook used in this course is “Introduction to Statistical Learning

with Applications in R”. Although this book is available in the Dalhousie
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Bookstore, the authors have made it freely available online. Unless you’re

one of those folks who likes the feeling of a classic book, you do not need to

buy it.
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